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ABSTRACT

Following the end of World War II, an international search for a more creative, and more
effective, peacekeeping process began. World powers were dissatisfied with traditional
methods, which had proven to have little lasting power in the pursuit of peace. Cultural
diplomacy, or the sharing of two cultures to broaden international understanding and
cooperation, became a viable option in improving international relations, especially during
the Cold War. The Philadelphia Orchestra, in 1958 and in 1973 embarked on cultural
diplomacy tours to communist countries, the Soviet Union and China respectively. Through
an analysis of the various "players" in these tours, and their means of representing and
reacting to the tours, the immediate efficacy of cultural diplomacy on an interpersonal level
becomes apparent, as exchanges circumvent the bureaucratic process and impact civilian
populations directly.
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INTRODUCTION

Setting the Stage: the Birth of Cultural Diplomacy

The world's hope for peace, which is another way of referring to the world's
hope of survival is directly dependent upon the mutual understanding of
peoples.

—Archibald MacLeish 1

Archibald MacLeish, a leftist (but not communist) American writer and Librarian of

Congress, penned an introduction in 1947 for a book that would change the way the world

approached peace. Ruth Emily McMurry and Muna Lee's The Cultural Approach: Another

Way in International Relations was not the first treatment of the so-called "cultural

approach," but it was the earliest text to be consistently cited as a seminal work. It in,

McMurry and Lee gave voice to the anxieties that were keenly felt following the end of

World War II, but for which no one had yet found a solution. They called theirs "cultural

exchange." It was a way for the people of one country to foster peace by sharing their

country's art, technology, and academia—its "culture"—with the other countries of the

world, and vice versa. Understanding would prevail, and war could be avoided.

Over time, the terminology shifted and became more politically charged: cultural

diplomacy was the modern way of interpreting McMurry and Lee's original, non-political

theory; suddenly, cultural exchange was intrinsically linked to government action, as state

agencies operated on both sides to plan a cultural exchange. Cultural diplomacy did not

differ from its etymological predecessor in aspiration; whether "diplomacy" or "exchange,"

the goal was still to provide a means of keeping peace, separate from the tried and failed

standard practices. A more holistic approach to the peace process, cultural diplomacy held

1 Archibald MacLeish, "Introduction," in The Cultural Approach: Another Way in
International Relations, Ruth Emily McMurry and Muna Lee (Chapel Hill: The University of
North Carolina Press, 1947), v.
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that citizens could play as important a role as diplomats and ambassadors, who clearly had

not succeeded in maintaining peace.

To states, and especially to the Western powers promoting a world safe for

democracy, a successful cultural campaign was of paramount importance. MacLeish

attempts to intrigue the world powers, hinting that:

The first Government which puts the Word at the beginning where it belongs,
considering that the understanding of the people is more important than any
particular negotiation or any particular arrangement, however important the
negotiation or the arrangement may appear at the time, will secure to itself an
advantage in the conduct of foreign affairs which will compel every other
Government to follow its example. 2

States that succeeded in adopting cultural diplomacy first would become the vanguard of

the peace progress. Cultural diplomacy would become an intrinsic part of a state's own

ideology: as Harold Snyder noted, "[People-to-people] relationships can...serve to cultivate

abroad a better understanding of the genius of American democracy." 3 Governments

selected their best representatives to send abroad, to show that art, technology, athletics,

and scholarship were thriving, with the hope that culture would provide a humanistic

element to the country, and represent the nation as a whole, government and citizenry

together.

For cultural groups, to be selected for a cultural diplomacy tour was a high honor. A

mission of goodwill and friendship, especially in the volatile Cold War-era, was a heavy

responsibility, and the groups embarking on these tours had to represent the best of their

country's culture. They had to be able to perform, both on and off stage, with grace, which

2 MacLeish 1947, viii.
3 Harold E. Snyder, When Peoples Speak to Peoples: An Action Guide to International Cultural
Relations For American Organizations, Institutions, and Individuals (Menasha: Banta
Publishing Co., 1953), v.
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required previous experience abroad, in addition to absolute excellence in their respective

fields. A cultural exchange tour was not only recognition of pre-existing prestige and fame,

but also a bestowing of further accolades. Suddenly art and artists were used for a higher

purpose; their creations could be used to stop wars.

This was the role the Philadelphia Orchestra fulfilled time and again through the late

twentieth century. The Orchestra represented the best that America had to offer, in its

repertoire, its players, its interpretations of other countries' music, and in its musical

director and conductor, Hungarian-born Eugene Ormandy. Ormandy carefully honed the

ensemble's sound, making it uniquely famous. He insisted on grueling recording and

touring schedules, so the country and the world would know his orchestra and its

capabilities. He was actively involved in President Eisenhower's People-to-People

program, a government agency dedicated to promoting cultural diplomacy.

Ormandy and the Philadelphians embarked on several high profile tours, some of

which were supported by the State Department, officially making them acts of cultural

diplomacy. This study will address just two, the 1958 tour to Europe and the Soviet Union,

and the 1973 tour to China. These tours were especially significant given their penetration

of the Communist Bloc. Ormandy had tried many times before to embark on these tours. A

Soviet tour had nearly occurred in 1956, which would have made the Philadelphians the

first American orchestra behind the Iron Curtain; the Chinese tour, although officially

planned in only a few months, had been a goal of Ormandy's since 1971. Significant

jockeying between the Orchestra, Ormandy, and all the governments was required.

Although they all supported cultural diplomacy, neither the American, nor the Soviet, nor

the Chinese governments functioned cooperatively, and the peace process was occasionally



•
• stifled by bureaucratic indecision. In these particular cases, the character of Ormandy
S
•

appears determined and insistent, and he was able to get what he wanted for his orchestra

• and for cultural diplomacy. He did not let any government stand in the way of his
•
• diplomatic aspirations, be it in the planning stages or while on tour.

• These characters—Ormandy, the Orchestra, and the governments—are all what will•
410	 be referred to as "players" in the cultural diplomacy process. The media and journalists

•
•

covering the tours also function as "players." The course of this study will detail the roles

• of these different groups as cultural diplomats. Section I addresses the history of the
•
•

Philadelphia Orchestra and why the Orchestra was seen as the perfect choice for cultural

• exchange tours, due to its adherence to "American" values. Section II analyzes the way the
•
• media represented the Orchestra and its international interactions, finding journalistic

• interpretations to be contingent on media access to the Orchestra. Section III looks to the41
• musicians themselves, and finds the most immediate impact of cultural diplomacy to be felt

•
•

within the Orchestra itself.

• Cultural diplomacy was (and is) inherently different from the more traditional
0
• practices of political, state-to-state diplomacy, because it bypassed systems of conferences,

• summits, and treaties to reach out to a non-political citizenry. In fact, one of its goals was
•
• to combat the government's propaganda by recreating a country's image sans political

• influence, through the formation of relationships between cultural diplomats and the40
• citizens they encountered. However, although this new approach depended on the active

•
•

participation of non-government players, it could not function without the larger state; its

40	 goal was improved international relations on both a micro (the citizenry) and a macro (the
•
• government) level. The government planned these trips, and worked to organize tours that

•S••
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•
would highlight the successes of the nation, while simultaneously showcasing the nation's

•
41	 people. When the government's role is relaxed or even ignored, as in the Soviet case, or

• when it is overdone, as in the Chinese case, the "success" of the macro-mission is
0
• compromised. However, the micro-mission, the relationship between peoples, prevails,

41	 ensuring goodwill and prolonged friendship among the non-government players. These

• interpersonal relations succeed in their quest for understanding, in spite of the actions of

•
•

the governments, which we will see actually hinder the success of cultural diplomacy on

110	 the macro- level. If micro-relationships function independently from macro-relations, and
I
•

macro-relationships are often compromised by the governments themselves, then it is the

• micro-level that has the most immediate and lasting impact.
41

•
A Note on Sources

• The primary source material in this study consists almost entirely of American

• newspaper clippings found in the Eugene Ormandy Papers in the Rare Books and

• Manuscripts Library at the University of Pennsylvania. These clippings detail fully the

• events of the Philadelphia Orchestra's tours in the Soviet Union and in China. They appear

•
•

to be remarkably complete collections, as articles appear from varied news sources, and

• detail each aspect of the tour process: the planning, the trip itself, and the post-tour
S
•

reactions. They represent, to me, if not a complete collection of the journalistic treatment

• of these tours then at least a plentiful one, comprised of the articles clipped by Ormandy
•
• and his associates, and, if not representative of every article published then at least of the

examples Ormandy decided were important and worthwhile. For that reason, my research

• has not moved far beyond the articles found in this collection.

•••
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•
• Much of my secondary research for this thesis has been drawn from generations of

•
discourse on the theories, practices, and purposes of cultural diplomacy. More than in any

411	 other area, scholarship in this field has allowed me to expand my abilities to approach

• cultural diplomacy analytically, by making apparent the course of cultural diplomacy in

• American political and academic consciousness.
•
• One can easily distinguish three separate periods of cultural diplomacy scholarship:

•
•

one immediately following the end of World War II, one in the midst of the Cold War, and

• one towards the end of the Soviet Union's existence. Scholarly treatment of cultural
411
•

diplomacy reflects the larger views and trends of the corresponding period— initial

• approaches focused on peacekeeping tactics through cultural understanding, in the hope of
•
411	 avoiding future worldwide conflict. Literature from within the throes of the Cold War

• struggled to attain academic detachment, as Cold War politics clouded judgment and
•
• produced strong emotions and scholars took on political roles. Modern approaches place

•
blame on all governments, both democratic and totalitarian, American and communist, by

• vilifying their self-serving motivations for cultural exchange, and by attributing the failures
•
• of cultural diplomacy in the political realm to competing political systems.

• As noted earlier, one of the earliest texts on cultural diplomacy is Ruth Emily
•
• McMurry and Muna Lee's The Cultural Approach: Another Way in International Relations.

• McMurry and Lee are concerned with the motivations for cultural diplomacy among all
•
• countries, regardless of political ideology. Most notably, they present two common themes

••	
in scholarship from the post-war period: that national crises intensify the need for cultural

• diplomacy, and that cultural exchanges are decidedly non-political in character. McMurry

• and Lee provide the foundations on which future scholarship is built; they anticipated the

•
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• shift towards "cultural diplomacy" in reminding that "cultural relations neither duplicate
•
•

nor replace diplomatic and commercial relations among the countries of the world, though

• they may both strengthen and facilitate these other relationships by giving them a basis of
•
• friendly understanding."4 Such a reminder is harmonious with the distinction between

micro- and macro- players, as McMurry and Lee recognize early on that cultural exchange
•
• cannot be used to replace politically- based diplomacy. The role of the individual, however,

•
•

begins to take shape, as personal interactions serve to augment the overarching peace

• process. McMurry and Lee primarily address bilateral relations—relationships between
•
•

two countries—but they do take the time to mention the acceptance of cultural exchange as

• a viable option within the international community. Organizations such as UNESCO, the
ID
41	 Institute of Intellectual Cooperation of the League of Nations, and even the formation of

1110	 cultural exchange departments as part of state's international relations offices, prove that
41110

governments are starting to see cultural exchange as a way towards peace, even if it will

•
•

simply enhance the political process. 5

• Harold Snyder's When Peoples Speak to Peoples: An Action Guide to International

•

•
Cultural Relations for American Organizations, Institutions, and Individuals was published in

• 1953, during the very early stages of the Cold War. Many key political events and
•
• exchanges—such as the Geneva Conference in 1955, when Eisenhower and Khrushchev

• met and discussed a relaxation of restrictions on cultural diplomacy; Khrushchev's
•
• denunciation of Stalinism in 1956 at the Party Congress, which shifted Soviet policy in

•
•

favor of increased international contact; and the Lacy-Zarubin Agreement of 1958, which

finally gave official impetus to cultural diplomacy—had not yet occurred, as the Soviet
•
• 4 McMurry and Lee 1947, 3.

• 5 McMurry and Lee 1947, 231.

••
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Union still grappled with Stalin's legacy. 6 Although only a few years into the Cold War,

Snyder already looks to the individual as the driving force behind cultural diplomacy: "This

book starts from the thesis that the human being is central in foreign affairs." 7 Snyder

focuses on the humanity inherent in American cultural exchange, and elevates the

importance of the individual player. The ultimate importance of the individual is two-fold:

first, private endeavors through voluntary action take the focus and pressure off

governments, so as to maintain the non-political nature of exchange; and second, the ability

of the individual to voluntarily participate separates the democracies from the totalitarian

regimes.8 Snyder, in emphasizing the individual, shows that he understands that states

cannot function non-politically. He sees the individual as the cornerstone of cultural

diplomacy, relating to the touring cultural diplomats on human level unattainable by the

government, although he underestimates the actual agency of individuals under totalitarian

regimes.

Frederick C. Barghoorn's 1960 analysis of cultural diplomacy begins to see cultural

diplomacy as an exercise between nations. The title, The Soviet Cultural Offensive: The Role

of Cultural Diplomacy in Soviet Foreign Policy, uses war terminology to emphasize

Barghoorn's view of the connection between cultural exchange and Cold War conflicts. He

finds that although the individual possesses the greatest agency in the immediate success

of the cultural exchange, he cannot be separated from the controlling force of the

6 Yale Richmond, Cultural Exchange and the Cold War: Raising the Iron Curtain (University
Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 2003), 14-15.
7 Snyder 1953, v.
8 Snyder 1953, v; 11.



•
• government, especially in the Soviet case; Soviet cultural exchanges parrot propaganda,

•
ID	 and are not open to the full possibilities of the exchange.9

410	 Barghoorn also appraises the state of the governments, finding the United States to
•
• be wholly underprepared to do "cultural war" with the Soviet Union. When compared to

other Western powers, such as the British and the French, the American government
•
411	 simply has not invested enough resources into combating the Soviet propaganda

• machine.10 Barghoorn's perception of the changing role of the individual is directly related
•
• to America's shifting treatment of the Cold War, exhibited in the rise of scholarly treatment

4111
•

of Russian studies and their incorporation into government programs. Barghoorn was one

• of these early Sovietologists who worked closely with the government. His inside

411)	 knowledge of American preparedness surely influenced his conclusions in The Soviet

Cultural Offensive."
•

• Yale Richmond writes prolifically on Cold War cultural relations in the early 2000s,

• and like Barghoorn, his knowledge comes from both academic and personal experiences

• during the Cold War. As a member of the Foreign Service, he was stationed around Eastern
•
•

Europe, spent time in Moscow, and experienced cultural diplomacy first-hand from both

• sides of the Curtain. Because he is writing many years after his actual experiences,

• Richmond focuses on the long-term effects of the program, since he has the great fortune of

• already knowing the outcome. In Cultural Exchange in the Cold War: Raising the Iron•
• Curtain (2003), Richmond focuses primarily on the role of propaganda, both of American

•
• 9 Frederick C. Barghoorn, The Soviet Cultural Offensive: The Role of Cultural Diplomacy in
• Soviet Foreign Policy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1960), 12.
• 10 Barghoorn 1960, 2-7.

• 11 David C. Engerman, Know Your Enemy: The Rise and Fall of America's Soviet Experts
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 220.

•
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and Soviet origins, and the ways in which cultural diplomacy combated the effects of these

propaganda campaigns. Neither Soviets nor Americans truly knew what the other culture

was like, since propaganda in both countries had vilified the other. Richmond argues that

the greatest benefit of cultural exchanges was to quash these misconceptions. The

exchanges provided a means for individuals to come together over shared interests and

passions, to experience similar aspects of culture as another nation chooses to interpret

them. To those involved in the exchange, the citizens they met were athletes, artists, and

academics, just people with common passions.

In his memoir, Practicing Public Diplomacy: A Cold War Odyssey (2008), Richmond

delves more into the political aspects of exchange, since this is the area in which he was

directly involved. Completing the shift begun with Barghoorn, Richmond finds that cultural

exchange trips were actually political. He legitimizes these claims by drawing on personal

experiences within the Soviet Bloc, where he claims, "the dividing line between culture and

politics was blurred, and the work of a cultural officer was often as much political as

cultural." 12 As Richmond looks back on the Cold War, he is able to view tangible political

developments, as influenced by cultural diplomacy, in a way that observers from within the

conflict could not; he knows the end result, and can see the ways cultural diplomacy

impacted the political road to present day.

What Richmond's predecessors emphasize that he does not is the power of the

individual in cultural exchange. This is because political understanding was, as Richmond

claims, a goal of cultural exchange, although it was only realized in the long-term. Snyder

and Barghoorn could not elevate the political over the agency of the people in cultural

12 Yale Richmond, Practicing Public Diplomacy: A Cold War Odyssey (New York: Berghahn
Books, 2008), 74.
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exchange because, at the time, these tours did not appear to be having an effect; tensions

between the United States and the Soviet Union prevailed despite the efforts of cultural

diplomats. However, the citizen-diplomats and those they encountered while abroad were

able to connect in a deeper way, as they realized that they were not so dissimilar after all.

In 1984, Ronald Reagan, assessing the past and looking to the future, painted a

picture for the American people:

Just suppose with me for a moment that an Ivan and an Anya could find themselves,
say, in a waiting room, or sharing a shelter from the rain or storm with a Jim and
Sally, and that there was no language barrier to keep them from getting acquainted.
Would they deliberate the differences between their respective governments? Or
would they find themselves comparing notes about their children and what each
other did for a living?... They might even have decided that they were all going to get
together for dinner some evening soon. Above all, they would have proven that
people don't make wars. 13

With the end of the Cold War in sight, it was possible for Reagan to postulate that people

don't make wars, especially when they share so many of the same daily routines and a

natural curiosity about other ways of living. This was the position of the cultural diplomats

from the start, that there were common areas among all peoples that could be exploited to

prove similarities and therefore avoid conflicts. This sort of logic seems to counter actual

events of the Cold War; if attaining peace was so simple, why did it not occur sooner? It is

here that the macro- and micro- concepts introduced above come into play. Cultural

diplomacy did have an effect, but on the micro- level; its dependence on the individual, as

set forth by McMurry and Lee, Snyder, and even Barghoorn, assures that the most

immediate results will be seen here. All that is needed to facilitate these interactions is

contact, and a common language. It is a vague phrase, but within the confines of cultural

13 John Lewis Gaddis, The Cold War: A New History (New York: Penguin Books, 2005), 2-3.
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diplomacy, and within the Philadelphia Orchestra's tours, music was a universal language,

and it started the conversation.
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SECTION I

The Fabulous Philadelphians: The City of Brotherly Love and Beyond

A study of the Philadelphia Orchestra tells the story not only of a high-caliber group

of musicians, sharing their art with a discerning city, but also of a globally aware group,

allied with the American government in an attempt to extend American culture to a wider

world. The Philadelphians, as ambassadors, represented American culture at its best, and

presented musical excellence to the non-American world. As an active cultural diplomat,

the Philadelphia Orchestra functioned as an example of the intricacies of cultural

diplomacy, its aspirations and expectations, and its unintended consequences. A historical

overview of the Orchestra demonstrates that such endeavors are not new to the Cold War-

era Orchestra, but rather have been aspects of the ensemble's character from its inception.

Three major books have addressed the history of the Philadelphia Orchestra: Those

Fabulous Philadelphians: The Life and Times of a Great Orchestra, by Herbert Kupferberg;

The Philadelphia Orchestra: A Century of Music, edited by John Ardoin; and Philadelphia

Maestros: Ormandy, Muti, Sawallisch, by Phyllis White Rodriguez-Peralta. 14 Of these texts,

only the volume edited by John Ardoin fell under the supervision of the Orchestra

Association; the others are independent studies, undertaken by scholars with a love of

music and a particular love of the Philadelphia sound.

14 Herbert Kupferberg, Those Fabulous Philadelphians: The Life and Times of a Great
Orchestra (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1969); John Ardoin, ed., The Philadelphia
Orchestra: A Century of Music (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1999); Phyllis White
Rodriguez-Peralta, Philadelphia Maestros: Ormandy, Muti, Sawallisch (Philadelphia: Temple
University Press, 2006).
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Philadelphia and its Orchestra: Rich Histories

The Philadelphia Orchestra was founded in 1900, a latecomer to the already active

culture of big city orchestras; New York, Boston, Chicago, and even St. Louis and Pittsburg

already possessed professional, permanent orchestras. 15 It began when its first musical

director, Fritz Scheel, was brought from Germany to conduct groups of amateur musicians,

an arrangement he accepted on the condition that he would have two concerts a year with

professionals. In the first year, these concerts were so successful that the professional

orchestra was not disbanded. A public appeal was made for $10,000 to support the

orchestra; within six months, the Orchestra had been funded, and gave their official

premier on November 16, 1900. 16

Many of the features that made the Orchestra a suitable Cold War diplomat can be

traced back to its early history. From the very beginning, the Orchestra was led by a

dynamic leader, as Scheel was well known for his toughness, his sense of humor in spite of

that toughness, and his all-around knowledge of the business. In the course of the

Orchestra's history, there have been relatively few musical directors, but all have been

dynamic household names in their own rights. Of all the musical directors, however,

Stokowski and Ormandy are the most famous, and they are credited with leading the

Orchestra to its mid-to-late twentieth century greatness.

Also of paramount importance to the early orchestra was musical excellence. On

their first trip to New York, after a concert in Carnegie Hall, Richard Aldrich, one of the

infamously harsh New York music critics, described the Orchestra:

15 Kupferberg 1969, 10.
16 Kupferberg 1969, 17-18.
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• It is large and well-balanced....and is composed of excellent material. The strings

have a fine and compact body of tone, brilliant and flexible; the woodwind choir is

•
euphonious and of good quality. The tone of the orchestra is solid and well-knit,
rich and warm. There is very little in its playing to indicate that it is of so recent

• establishment.17

• The Orchestra was quite new indeed, but that did not impact their performance quality.

• Their Carnegie Hall debut was on November 26, 1902, only one week past their one-year
•
• anniversary. By 1906, the orchestra had been invited to "provide a musical evening" at the

• White House of President and Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt: "Immediately after the closing
•
• number, President Roosevelt expressed a wish to meet the musicians, so one by one the
•
•

men marched up and shook hands with the greatest American of the day." 18 This was not

• to be the Orchestra's last interaction with an American president.
•
• Nor were the Washington and Carnegie Hall concerts the Orchestra's first foray

• from Philadelphia. Just four days after its inaugural concert, the Orchestra made a 50-mile
•
• trip to Reading, Pennsylvania. Keeping in mind the true challenge presented by

•
•

transporting safely and efficiently musicians, scores, priceless instruments, and other

• orchestra material at the dawn of the twentieth century, this early trip is astounding.
•
•

Barely a week into its inception, the Orchestra had already adopted a penchant for touring,

• a legacy which would follow them through the Cold War and lead us to more ground-
*
• breaking concerts than just those in the Soviet Union and China, indeed more concerts than

• any other American orchestra. It is universally accepted that, by the time the Cold War
•
• reached its height, the Philadelphia Orchestra was also the most widely touring, and the

•
•

most widely recorded orchestra in the world. Kupferberg writes of the Orchestra's role

• within the city: "Wherever it has travelled, in the United States or abroad, it has become•
•

17 Kupferberg 1969, 19.
18 Kupferberg 1969, 23-24.••

•
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known as Philadelphia's most successful envoy to the world since Benjamin Franklin, and

its most admired export of the twentieth century." 19 City pride here accompanies national

pride, as the Philadelphians came to represent the best of American culture through

cultural diplomacy.

Such a crucial role in post- World War II American diplomacy would not have been

awarded if the Philadelphians did not have something new, exciting, and revealing about

American culture to share with their host countries. From the start, the Orchestra

performed what would broaden the artistic mind, although not always what would please

it. Often times, the musical directors butted heads with the Board of Directors, who were

concerned about finances and wished for programs with more drawing power. Scheel was

the first to uphold artistic integrity: the Board, concerned about rising costs and stagnant

subscriptions, suggested waltzes and other lighter pieces for the program. Came Scheel's

terse reply, "I stand for art. I cannot allow anyone to interfere," followed by a threat to

resign. 2°

Even Scheel's short-lived, "second-rate" successor, Karl Pohlig, fought for art. He

was fond of programming contemporary, or "new" music, music composed in recent years.

He backed local composers, and even programmed his own choral symphony. Pohlig's

greatest contribution, however, was his friendship with Sergei Rachmaninoff. Pohlig

invited the young composer to make his conducting debut in Philadelphia, which led to a

long relationship between the Orchestra and the Russian.

Leopold Stokowski's clashes with the Board on just about every issue were

infamous, including his programming selections. Stokowski brought the Orchestra to the

19 Kupferberg 1969, 5.
20 Ardoin 1999, 31.
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forefront of the new music scene, much to the distaste of the Board and the revulsion of the

notorious "Friday afternoon crowd"—the primarily wealthy, female crowd that would

• actually hiss the conductor off the podium during the Friday afternoon concerts. One of
1111
• Stokowski's more infuriating treatments of this group of elite women was to consistently

4111	 program the same pieces, until he felt the audience had given them the proper reception.
•
• Even during the Depression, with subscriptions declining rapidly and the Orchestra losing

IIII money, Stokowski never wavered; instead, he sacrificed his friendship, and the Orchestra's
•
• relationship, with Arthur Judson, manager of the Orchestra, and the man responsible for

bringing Eugene Ormandy to Philadelphia.

After a few years as guest conductor and then assistant music director, Ormandy

appeared as a breath of fresh air after the stubborn Stokowski. He was, however, also a

strong supporter of new music, although he programmed contemporary composers less

comprehensively—and less aggressively—than Stokowski had done. Ormandy was not

trying to reform his audiences; instead he programmed what would please both the

audience and himself as the conductor. He was formulaic to this end, literally, as he

preferred programs with approximately twenty-five percent modern works and seventy-

five percent of "the great eighteenth, nineteenth and early twentieth century masters." 21

Ormandy's approach to programming—a diplomatic compromise between conductor and

orchestra, art and pop, administrator and artist—would serve him well in his trips to the

Soviet Union and China. We shall see this practice employed abroad, where it provides an

unambiguous platform for mutual understanding between nationalities.

21 Ardoin 1999, 80-81.

••SS
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•
• The thematic factors underlying the excellence of the Philadelphia Orchestra—the

•
•

persistence of such legacies as dynamic leadership, dedication to touring, and promotion of

• higher art—placed the Philadelphia Orchestra in a favorable position for representing
40
• American culture beyond the country's physical boundaries. These were values intrinsic to

• the Philadelphia Orchestra from the start. The mid-twentieth century brought two leaders,•
• Stokowski and Ormandy, who would take the Orchestra out of the exclusive American

41 concert halls and into the homes and hearts of the whole world. America could find no
•
• better representative than the Orchestra under Stokowski and Ormandy.
•

• Presenting Philadelphia
ID
• Together, Stokowski and Ormandy formed a musical pantheon. Although

•
•

Stokowski's era was long over by the time the Orchestra first toured the Soviet Union, the

• foundation he built for the modernizing orchestra was a strong support for ambitious
0
• Ormandy. Using technological advances to their fullest, Stokowski and Ormandy created

• new ways of enjoying the orchestra, both in the hall and at home. However, both men
•
• knew that technology alone could not produce good sound, and therefore they worked

• hard with the Orchestra to develop what is today known as the "Philadelphia sound." If the
•
• Philadelphia Orchestra already had a legacy of excellence, these two men brought the

•
•

ensemble into the height of the American technology boom and further solidified that

• dominance; with post-war life being eased by the household gadget revolution, and victory
I
• becoming increasingly dependant on superior technologies, an orchestra that fully

0	 embraced this new world could not help but rise to greatness. And, when it comes to
•
• promoting friendship, the relationships between numerous Russian artists and the music

• directors were an added bonus.•
•
•
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•
• Stokowski was "virtually alone among serious musicians [in recognizing]
•
II	 [recording's] potentialities for spreading musical culture and set out to acquaint himself

1111	 with its theories and techniques." 22 Because of their musical director's obsession with the
411
411	 so-called "science of music," the Philadelphia Orchestra had many recording "firsts": the

• first electrical record through Victor Talking Machine Company in 1925, the first long-play
•
11110	 record in 1931, and the first commercially-sponsored radio broadcast in 1929. 23 In that

411
•

same vein, Stokowski struck out into Hollywood, and the Orchestra participated in three

• motion pictures: The Big Broadcast of 1937, 100 Men and a Girl, and, most famously,
•
•

Fantasia. The Orchestra was on the forefront of every technological advancement, holding

11,	 a place in American hearts and minds throughout the country due to their director's
411
• obsession with science and non-traditional approaches to music appreciation. Recording

• made the Philadelphia Orchestra a household name in states and cities far beyond
II
411	 Philadelphia.

•
•

In a way, Ormandy inherited the recording tradition of the Philadelphia Orchestra

O from Stokowski. Ormandy worked closely with the sound engineers to produce quality
•
•

records that few other ensembles could rival, and he recorded pieces that he knew would

411	 sell well; recording was a way of creating additional revenue for the Orchestra. 24

ID
• Additionally, Ormandy moved the Orchestra into new forms of media, namely, television.

• The Philadelphia Orchestra, after some conflict between Ormandy and Arturo Toscanini,
411
• could claim to be the first major symphony televised. 25•
410
• 22 Kupferberg 1969, 74.
• 23 Kupferberg 1969, 73-75.

O
24 Rodriguez-Peralta 2006, 34.

•
25 Rodriguez-Peralta 2006, 33-34.

0
0•
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Decidedly less modern than sound recording and the other types of media employed

by Stokowski and Ormandy were their approaches to sound in the more immediate sense.

When Stokowski inherited the ensemble, he was unhappy with the quality of majority of

the players, and quickly began to weed out those who had not met expectations, firing

thirty-two players in one year. Until that point, most of the personnel were still imported

from Europe, and rehearsals were conducted in German. As he replaced players, he drew

from American talent, and gradually shifted rehearsals into English. He then began to focus

on creating a distinctive sound for the Orchestra, defined even at this early point by the

strength of the strings.

Ormandy thus inherited an ensemble with a strong foundation, thanks to

Stokowski's efforts; his personnel were top-notch musicians, and their sound was already

quite distinct. But Ormandy, as a violinist, is credited with the creation of the "Philadelphia

sound" as we know it today: it "refers to tonal beauty, to a resplendent sound that comes

particularly from the strings. The tone is rich, glowing, luxurious." 26 Quite famously,

Ormandy would use his hands, pretending that he was playing a violin, to express the exact

sound he wanted. This conducting technique would serve him well, as it was essential to

one of the greatest success stories of the China tour, when Ormandy conducted the Central

Philharmonic Society. When speaking of the Philadelphia sound, the normal unassuming

Ormandy was adamant: "The Philadelphia sound? The Philadelphia sound is me." 27

The two directors also worked to build relationships across international and

ideological boundaries. Stokowski was awarded the American premiers of several Russian,

and later Soviet, compositions, including Mussorgsky's Boris Godunov, excerpts from

26 Rodriguez-Peralta 2006, 16.
27 Rodriguez-Peralta 2006, 16.
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• Rimsky-Korsakov's The Legend of the Invisible City of Kitezh, Shostakovich's Symphonies 1,
0
II	 3, and 6, and First Piano Concerto, Medtner's Piano Concerto No. 1, and three Miaskovsky

• symphonies. World premiers of Russian works included several of Rachmaninoff s later
III
• compositions; although the composer had already left Russia to live in America, his long

• relationship with the Philadelphians had begun in his early career, with his conducting
•
• debut under Pohlig. 28 While several of these composers came to America to perform their

III
•

various compositions, it was Ormandy, again building on Stokowski's previous successes,

• who truly opened the doors of the Academy to Soviet soloists. In the 1950s, many Soviet
•
41	 musicians made their U.S. debuts. In Philadelphia, two of the most notable were the pianist

• Emil Gilels and the violinist David Oistrakh. 29 Relations with these two men would extend
0
• beyond their time in Philadelphia; they would play prominent roles as hosts during the

410 Orchestra's tour of the Soviet Union.
•
• Ormandy did not build on a preexisting Stokowski legacy with his involvement in
411
•

government efforts. The conductor played an active role in President Dwight D.

• Eisenhower's People to People program, as chairman of the Music Committee." The
•
• People to People initiative functioned on the belief that direct interaction between citizens

• could promote understanding and peace. Before Eisenhower founded the program, he and
II
• Ormandy had already been in contact, regarding the Orchestra's 1955 tour of Europe

•
•

(which did not venture behind the Iron Curtain): "Prior to the departure, Ormandy had a

• White House meeting with President Dwight D. Eisenhower who instructed him, according
•
II)

28 Ardoin 1999, 47. For a complete list of Philadelphia premiers, see this text, Appendix 2.
4110	 29 Ardoin 1999, 86.
• 30 Philadelphia Orchestra Association, European Tour, 1958 (unpublished, March 31, 1958).
• Ormandy, Eugene Papers, Box #35, Folder #1972, Rare Book and Manuscript Library,

•
University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania.

40
•
II
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to press reports, to convince the Europeans that American had a great cultural life." 31

Similarly, two decades later, Ormandy had also fostered a relationship with President

Richard Nixon: "On January 24, 1970, to celebrate Ormandy's seventieth birthday,

President Nixon, on the stage at the Academy of Music, bestowed on him the Freedom

Medal, the country's highest civilian award. (Subsequently, the president invited Ormandy

and the Orchestra to participate in his second inauguration in January 1973.)" 32 Following

these interactions came an exclusive opportunity: "The [1973 tour of China] resulted from

a personal request by President Richard Nixon." 33

Stokowski and Ormandy inherited an orchestra that had, from the beginning,

espoused the markings of a truly excellent, national orchestra. These two juggernauts,

however, brought the Orchestra into modern times by adapting it to their own personal

tastes, interests, and ambitions. By harnessing the latest in American recording and

broadcasting technologies, which, incidentally, spread the name of the Philadelphians

worldwide, the Orchestra became a cultural powerhouse that also espoused the

philosophies of twentieth-century America. Their famous sound came from their true

prowess as musicians and as conductors, but could not have really been mastered if

Stokowski had not Americanized the orchestra by replacing the old-fashioned European

personnel. Both conductors had already formed close musical relationships with Soviet

musicians, and Ormandy was actively involved in government-sponsored cultural

diplomacy agencies. The Orchestra was thus the perfect representation of America:

modern, cultured, aware, and excellent. The Orchestra's openness towards touring

31 Kupferberg 1969, 160.
32 Rodriguez-Peralta 2006, 43.
33 Rodriguez-Peralta 2006, 28.
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410	 musicians and international premiers is not what separates Philadelphia from the rest of
•
•

the world, especially since other cultural groups in America and around the world were

embracing Russian and Soviet music as well. Other American orchestras, such as the•
• Boston Symphony Orchestra under Koussevitzky and the New York Philharmonic under

• Bernstein, were also making cultural diplomacy trips. However, the combination of the
•
• Soviet and Russian guests and premiers, the elevation of "art," the reputation of the

•• ensemble both domestically and abroad, the receptiveness of the directors towards

• technology and new music, and especially Ormandy's government connections made the
•
• Philadelphia Orchestra a solid choice for such high profile trips. These cultural exchange

tours were granted to Philadelphia precisely because of the group's modern American-
•
• ness, as seen in these characteristic features.

•
•
••••••
•••••
•
•410
•••••
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SECTION II
Split Media Representations of Cultural Diplomacy

The Orchestra, as a representative of America abroad, was in turn represented by

the American media; the ensemble's actions abroad, especially in the promotion of peace,

were of great interest to home audiences. However, the media did not represent each tour

similarly, because it functioned differently on the Soviet and the Chinese tours as a result of

America's international presence.

In the Soviet Union, American presence was more common and caused less of a stir

than it did in China, where musicians encountered strange looks from the Chinese they met

on the street. American news outlets maintained Soviet offices, and therefore, reporters of

the 1958 tour did not travel abroad with the Orchestra. The situation in China was quite

different. Although several European countries had maintained embassies and media

outlets in China, the United States was only just becoming incorporated in the Chinese

diplomatic community; the U.S. Liaison Office opened in Peking only four months before

the tour. As such, American news outlets did not exist in China, nor were they allowed in

with the Orchestra. Only five journalists were granted permission by the Chinese

government to accompany the tour, including Louis Hood, the orchestra's publications

manager, Daniel Webster, the music critic for The Philadelphia Inquirer, Sandy Grady, a

political correspondent and sports reporter for The Philadelphia Bulletin, and Harold

Schonberg, music critic for The New York Times. All names had to be submitted to, and

specially approved by the Chinese government. It is important to note that the two groups,

the "Stationed" and the "Selected", apply to the specific tours; "stationed" journalists

reported in the Soviet Union, while "selected" reporters covered the Chinese tour. These
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•
• interests of their American editors, lay primarily within the governmental, not the

• individual, realm.
•
•
• Reading the Reds: Soviet Reporting

• Reports prior to the Orchestra's 1958 departure speak of the great importance of

• the tour, and the heavy responsibilities placed on the Orchestra as "cultural diplomats." In

•
•

its extensive, front-page coverage prior to the tour's onset, The Sunday Bulletin reported,

• "the forthcoming European trip is the biggest cultural mission of [the Orchestra's]
•

career."34 The paper stressed the political aspects of the tour, as the Philadelphians were

110	 "chosen by the U.S. State Department, the Orchestra will serve as a living example of our
•
4110	 achievements in the field of fine music." 35 Here, the Orchestra's purpose is political, by

• countering international images of Americans by their concerts instead of through face-to-

• distinctions are also based on the extent of media access to local populations and the
410
• orchestra, which allowed for a deeper analysis of the personal interactions of the China

• tour as opposed to a focus on the official itinerary in the Soviet Union. The "selected"
•
• journalists traveled as part of the Orchestra's tour party and were therefore privy to more

personal experiences. Since they travelled, lived, and ate with the entire orchestra, they

primarily reported on the people-to-people interactions and their culturally diplomatic

•
outcomes. The "stationed" journalists, on the other hand, were not privy to the inner

• workings of the orchestra, nor were they interested in the opinions of the local citizenry.
•

Although they may have had better understandings of local culture than the "selected"

journalists, their primary job was to report on political affairs; their interests, and the

•
• 34 "Brussels Fair Concerts Top Orchestra Tour," The Sunday Bulletin, March 30, 1958.
• Ormandy Papers, Box #37, Folder #2043.

•
35 Brussels Fair, March 30, 1958.
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face interactions with the people. The orchestra's purpose is understood in this way

because this reporter has not experienced the interpersonal aspects of cultural exchange;

not only has the tour not yet begun and these interactions not yet taken place, but the

Philadelphian reporter is not on the "inside" of the Orchestra and would not understand

the importance of these interactions to the musicians.

On May 4, 1958, just a few days before departure, The New York Times interviewed

Ormandy and thus captured both the personal and political aspects of cultural diplomacy.

As a civilian with a strong belief in the power of cultural diplomacy, Ormandy strove for the

increased international understanding that Eisenhower's organization alluded to: people

interacting with others, finding common ground, and building from there. Ormandy

believed in the power of the individual, saying, "This tour makes possible a meeting of

people on firm, non-political levels 'out of which friendship and understanding may

develop'...`The orchestra is going overseas not as professional diplomats, but as Americans

meeting other people—in the streets, the museums, their homes and, of course, the concert

halls.'" 36 Here, Ormandy advocates very strongly for the idea of personal, individual

interactions here, hoping for 'friendship and understanding,' two notions that seemingly

did not, indeed, could not exist between such opposed ideologies as democracy and

communism. Of course at this point, the article refers to all the countries covered on the

tour, not just those behind the Iron Curtain. However, Ormandy continues by adding, "We

hope by our visit...to show Europeans, on both sides of the Iron curtain, that Americans are

not a war-mongering people, but are just as interested in the arts and sciences as they

36 Special to The New York Times, "Orchestra's Tour a Goodwill Visit: Philadelphians Will
Leave Saturday for 8 Weeks in England and Continent," The New York Times, May 4, 1958.
Ormandy Papers, Box #37, Folder #2043.
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are."37 The orchestra's message is for everyone, regardless of ideology and their

preconceived notions about Americans: everyone can stand to learn more, although the

crossing of an ideological boundary with a tour behind the Iron Curtain is still especially

significant, given the political subtext. The job of the Orchestra is not to understand but to

be understood, to show that Americans have valuable gifts to contribute to the world.

When looking at the reporting from behind the Iron Curtain, once the Philadelphians have

crossed that barrier, the journalism takes a decidedly political turn, and the power of the

interpersonal is lost.

The Soviet tour reporters were given very little material to work with due to the

absence of official Soviet reception, and the only events to cover were the concerts.

Twenty-two in all, the concerts provided a small glimpse into the budding relations

between the American orchestra and the Soviet people, although the journalists reporting

on these concerts downplayed the personal interactions. Common among the reports,

however, are descriptions of Soviet audiences' clapping, especially in relation to class; the

reception of the Orchestra by the audiences towed the line between polite enthusiasm and

uncultured classlessness. Frankel wrote that, "the audiences, for all their obvious

enthusiasm, and cheering for the virtuosity of the American performers, tried to maintain a

sophisticated dignity," and Taubman compares the audience's response in "the

sophisticated capital of a world power," to "the crowd at `futbol,'" missing the

sophistication of non-Soviet audiences. 38 Taubman writes about the applause several

37 Special to The New York Times, May 4, 1958.
38 Max Frankel, "Orchestra End Visit In Moscow: Philadelphians Win Further Acclaim for
Playing of Russian Works," The New York Times, May 31, 1958. Ormandy Papers, Box #37,
Folder #2043; Howard Taubman, "Musical Moscow Hails US Visitors: the Philadelphia
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• times, and notes in another article, "The demonstrations after each concert have to be seen
•
•

to be believed. The audience applauds rhythmically in the Russian way; it shouts with one

• voice; it rises as one man and roars its approval"(emphasis added).39 Here, Taubman cannot
•
• separate the Soviet people from the socialist system under which they live; they all function

1111	 as the state expects them to, and indeed, as Taubman expects them to as well. He does not
4110
• see them as individual humans, more similar to the musicians on stage than to the•
•

ideologies of their government.

• The journalists tended to compare any Soviet display of musicianship with the
•
• quality of the Philadelphia Orchestra, limited as these sorts of interactions were. Taubman

• recalls a performance of the Leningrad Philharmonic, the so-called best orchestra in the
•
• Soviet Union, by saying:

• The Leningrad Philharmonic...was heard two nights ago in Grieg's 'Peer Gynt,' not
the most searching test...But the playing of the orchestra was impressive. The
strings had homogeneity and a wide range of nuance. Within the wind choirs, the

• players in a section varied widely in style and articulation. This is unlike a first-class

•
orchestra like the Philadelphia, where the oboes, clarinets, horns, etc. can play
almost as one.40

•
• Taubman does not recognize, does not even mention, the reactions of the Philadelphians to

•
ID	

this concert. Rather, he uses them as a meter stick to compare a culture that he already

4111	 sees as backward and inferior. The Russians, despite their excellence in composition, do
•
•

not play challenging pieces, and even in the most elementary of works, play poorly. His

• reports call to mind orchestra manager Donald Engle's comments in the pre-tour interview,
•
• Orchestra Gets Warm Greeting at Its First Concert in Capital," The New York Times, May 27,

•
1958. Ormandy Papers, Box #37, Folder #2043.
39 Howard Taubman, "Kiev Opens Its Gates and Bestows Accolades on Philadelphians," The

• New York Times, June 1, 1958. Ormandy Papers, Box #37, Folder #2043..
• 40 Howard Taubman, "Music, Brotherly Love: Philadelphia Orchestra Men Strike Up

• Friendships with Russian Players." The New York Times, June 3, 1958. Ormandy Papers, Box

•
#37, Folder #2043.
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when he is talking about receptions; orchestra members most enjoy receptions with

foreign musicians, so they can talk shop. 41 The Orchestra probably leapt at the chance to

see a Russian orchestra, and to talk to them afterwards. But Taubman neglects this

information, primarily because he is just not privy to the Orchestra's actual impressions.

Taubman is the only reporter who covers interaction between Russian musicians

and the Philadelphians, outside of the presence of Russian composers and musicians at

concerts. He summarizes by noting, "Meetings between American and Russian

instrumentalists have thrown light on the strengths and weaknesses of Soviet

orchestras...The strings are generally good, the winds not always nearly so

accomplished." 42 He details only one encounter, when a Russian horn player came to visit

the Philadelphian hornist Mason Jones in his hotel room and played a Chopin waltz: "The

playing was light and admirably flexible, but the tone did not have the depth American

musicians get...though the instrument is the same German make used by Americas." 43

Taubman admits that Jones related this story to him; since he is not a member of the tour

party, he does not spend much time with the orchestra, and is not present at times when

these interactions may actually occur. He reports solely on the technical aspects of the

encounter, avoiding any mention of how Jones felt about this encounter, or about the

hornist as a fellow human. The different situation of the media in China assures that

reporting is primarily about the humanity, and not the technicality, of these interactions.

41 Rex Polier, "Our Orchestra Gets Ready to Barnstorm for Peace: Eight Week Tour in 14
Countries of Europe Will Be Biggest in History of Philadelphia Ensemble," The Sunday
Bulletin, March 30, 1958. Ormandy Papers, Box #37, Folder #2043.
42 Taubman, June 3, 1958.
43 Taubman, June 3, 1958.
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Intimate Connections: Reporting in China

Due to the Chinese government's policies, which required approval for every

American entering the country with the Orchestra, journalists accompanying the Orchestra

had to first be selected by the Orchestra Association, submitted for approval, and finally

entered and travelled as members of the Orchestra party. The few approved journalists

accompanying the Orchestra were with the group at all times, and therefore were privy to

behind-the-scenes activities and comments. In some cases, such as Sandy Grady and the

"Great Frisbee Riot," the journalists were even active participants in informal cultural

exchanges. Their anecdotal reporting, an aspect remarkably absent from Soviet coverage,

details the intimate friendships forged between the Orchestra members, the journalists,

and the Chinese people. Through these examples, the Chinese tour journalists demonstrate

the empathetic friendships between touring Americans and Chinese citizens, and the

importance of interpersonal interaction to cultural understanding. 44

In his coverage of the Summer Palace reception, printed after the Orchestra's return

to Philadelphia, Louis Hood recounted the tale of the children's choir singing "America the

Beautiful." He comments, "It was interesting to note that the line 'God shed his grace on

thee' came out loud and clear."45 He sets up this exchange as disingenuous, as a product of

an eager government seeking to please. But one will note that in other places within his

China Diary, as well as in other articles, Hood treats exchanges with a much softer tone. In

44 A brief aside about reporting in China: because there were so few journalists on this tour,
all writing for different papers, the individual events discussed below were covered by
each journalist, who shared the same anecdotes in their respective papers. I will not cite all
of these articles each time I use a single anecdote; please see the bibliography for each
article.
45 Louis Hood, China Diary (Philadelphia: The Philadelphia Orchestra, 1973), 8. Ormandy
Papers, Box #35, Folder #1981.
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his recollections of a Central Philharmonic Society rehearsal in which Ormandy took an

active role, Hood lauds the Philadelphian as a fine conductor, capable of transforming such

a ramshackle group, but he does not write with malice towards the subpar group itself,

unlike his peers in the Soviet Union. Daniel Webster also documented this exchange, but

from the privileged vantage point of 2008.

In Webster's memory, the Chinese orchestra was 'pitiful': "Members held chipped

and glued instruments and they played music that was hand copied and pasted together

from decades before. [Conductor Li Teh-lun] did his best...Li bowed and asked Ormandy to

conduct. Ormandy took the baton, smiled at the nervous players, raised the baton—and

made an orchestra." 46 However, rather than passing judgment, like the Soviet tour

journalists, Webster's recollections speak to the humility and grace of both sides. The story

is presented with a tone that makes the situation lamentable. The conductor, Li, and his

orchestra conveyed a nervous embarrassment in their language barrier-necessitated

silence, and there was almost a fear of reproach or disappointment as Ormandy took the

podium. But Li's deference to Ormandy was not from embarrassment, but was a kind

gesture to a fellow conductor, to his Western counterpart, and of friendship between two

opposing political cultures. The Orchestra members were deeply affected by this scene:

"Violist Leonard Mogill sent scores to colleagues for years after the tour. Percussionist Alan

Abel tried the folk instruments and gave the Chinese seminars in what the Americans

played."47 And of course, the orchestra continues to tour regularly in China, visiting the

same cultural institutions time and again where they have made connections and forged

friendships through music. 

46 Daniel Webster, "The Philadelphia Orchestra: Learning Chinese," Playbill Features, 2008.
47 Webster, 2008.
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This is certainly not the only example of this sort of interpersonal cultural exchange.

Interactions with children left a permanent mark on the musicians involved, as the

children's' sheer innocence endeared them to the Orchestra, and proved the true potential

of the suppressed Chinese people. While walking down the street in Shanghai, assistant

concertmaster Robert DePasquale, accompanied by Harold Schonberg, heard the scratching

of violin strings coming from an open balcony. The violinist called up to the faceless

musician, who happened to be a nine-year-old boy, and gestured for him to come down to

the street. DePasquale gave the child an impromptu lesson right there, making him play his

scales, as a crowd grew around them. This was the child's first lesson; the universities and

conservatories had not yet been reopened. 48

Sandy Grady, as a sports reporter on the tour, tinged his articles with athletic

references and a style of humorous reporting common to sports writers. He was also the

reporter on hand to witness a game of Frisbee between orchestra members in what

appeared to be a deserted square. One day, Glen Dodson, a trombonist, went out into the

courtyard in front of the hotel with Don McComas, also a trombonist, Dee Stewart, a

trumpeter, and Grady, and the men began to toss around some Frisbees that Dodson had

packed for and leisure time. Suddenly, young Chinese children flooded the square, wanting

to join in the game. Grady claims that soon there were 300 children in the square,

disrupting traffic and otherwise wreaking havoc on the order of the city. For fear of getting

in trouble, the Philadelphians left the Frisbees with the children and returned to the hotel.

But, because of their Communist upbringing, personal property and gifts were beyond the

children's comprehension, so they all crowded the hotel lobby, attempting to return the 

48 Hood, 1973. 
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• discs. After some negotiations and the acquisition on an interpreter, the children went
S
• merrily on their way with their new toys. 49 Grady recounted this tale in an article titled,

• "The Great Frisbee Riot Comes to China." This sort of event was worth reporting;

• interpersonal interactions represented successful cultural diplomacy, at least according to

• the American journalists in China.
•
• Cultural diplomacy, by its nature, is experienced directly by very few. Only the

•
•

people actually on the tours—administrators, musicians, and, in the case of China,

• journalists—can know exactly what the dynamic was like within the tour party, and how
•
• the group reacted to both the planned and unplanned interactions. Thus, journalists not

actually traveling within the group cannot accurately represent the reflections of those

• directly engaged in cultural diplomacy. Occasionally, Soviet tour reports picked up on the

• friendships being forged between the Philadelphians and Soviet composers, but more
•
• often, their reporting actually undermined the budding relationships between Soviets and

•
Americans. The Chinese tour reporters, travelling as part of the Orchestra's entourage,

• were ever-present observers of the interactions between government, people, and
S
• orchestra. Because of their various experiences, they appear to focus more on the

• interpersonal aspects of the tour, but their own fond memories are not the only reason for

this. In the field of cultural diplomacy, the most immediate results are seen is in this non-

• political, interpersonal sphere. By focusing their attention there, and through their

• sensitivity to the tour party's own reflections, Hood, Webster, Grady, and Schonberg ensure

•
•

that the actions surrounding cultural diplomacy were accurately represented

•
•

49 Sandy Grady, "The Great Frisbee Riot Comes to China," The Philadelphia Bulletin (1973).

•
Ormandy Papers, Box #40, Folder #2070.

•
•
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SECTION III
Musical Games: Strategizing Diplomacy

As musical director, Eugene Ormandy was able to exert a fair amount of influence

over the diplomatic messages conveyed on the Orchestra's tour, though his programming

selections. The Russian and Chinese governments also expressed their own opinions of the

tours, through their official reception of the Orchestra. The different approaches by

Ormandy and the governments are indicative of underlying motives for each trip:

Ormandy, as a representative of the Orchestra, projects an aura of friendship and

understanding through his programming selections. China, in its attention to detail and

nearly overwhelming sightseeing schedule, demonstrates its eagerness to overcome their

recent, radically conservative and catastrophic past and foster good relations between the

two countries. The Soviet Union, however, in its general inattention to the standard

reception practices for a visiting artistic group, seems as unwilling to commit to the aims of

cultural diplomacy, and to improved relations between the two embattled countries.

Ultimately, though, the Chinese government's efforts were for naught; the musicians

returned home with more favorable opinions of the Chinese people than of the Chinese

government. This illustrates cultural diplomacy's immediate effectiveness on the

interpersonal, rather than the political, level.

Programming Peace

The standard Philadelphia program has already been discussed in detail above, as has

Ormandy's relation to these historical preferences. So briefly, the Philadelphian goal from

the Orchestra's inception in 1900 was to promote "art," and to avoid popular music that

would not expand the audience's musical tastes. For that reason, Scheel refused to play
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waltzes, and Stokowski forced contemporary music down the unwilling throats of his

audiences. Ormandy took up a more conciliatory role; he programmed pieces to keep the

audience happy, while continuing to promote new and Russian music.

His program for the 1958 tour comes as no surprise, then. While in the Soviet

Union, Ormandy followed a formula consistent with his practices at home in Philadelphia,

staging at least one piece by an American and a Russian composer, and generally two other

"popular" composers, such as Beethoven, Brahms, and Haydn. However, now the

programming of specifically American and Russian composers represented both sides of

the cultural exchange, showing the Orchestra's understanding of Russian culture and its

openness to cross-cultural contact. Thus, these programming choices had an exhilarating

effect on the Soviet audiences, as they recognized themselves in the music played by the

Americans on stage. One of the best examples of this reaction occurred in Kiev, as

Ormandy led the Philadelphians in Modest Mussorgsky's "Pictures at an Exhibition."

Mussorgsky was a Russian composer, although in the last movement of "Pictures" he

depicted the Great Gate of Kiev, so the piece holds special significance for Ukrainians. Thus,

when this piece was played by the Orchestra in Kiev, the response was immediately

emotion-laded:

The effect of the Philadelphia performance of the Mussorgsky-Ravel "Pictures at an
Exhibition" has been positively electric. In Kiev and Moscow, audiences could scarcely
restrain themselves while the performance was under way. One could see smiles on the
faces of listeners and flowing eyes. In Kiev, as the magnificent Philadelphia strings sang
out the Promenade theme, one noticed that several Ukrainians actually wiped tears
from their eyes.so

so Taubman, June 1, 1958.
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When the triumphant final movement, depicting the Great Gate, rang out in Kiev, "the

audience roared." 51 Similar reactions occurred during the Orchestra's last performance in

Moscow, for when they "delivered a rousing performance of Tchaikovsky's Fifth Symphony

in a hall named for and dedicated to Tchaikovsky, all resolves of restraint were smashed." 52

Ormandy's programming of composers near to the hearts of the Soviet people, especially in

a year of increased nationalism within the Soviet Bloc countries, clearly acted as a way of

opening the audience to the Orchestra's mission: to make beautiful music, and to win over

the audiences with their excellence. 53

Newspaper reports of Soviet audience reactions to the American compositions are a

bit more mixed; some reporters claim that Soviet audiences listened openly and attentively

to these new, unknown works, while others claim the response was more euphoric than it

was for Russian pieces. Howard Taubman, the chief music critic for The New York Times,

noted that in Kiev, "the audiences in general listen attentively to [the American] works, and

Russian musicians are grateful to make their acquaintance." Taubman also pointed out,

though, "there is nothing widely progressive in any of these scores, but a composition like

51 Howard Taubman, "Philadelphians in Kiev Concert: Orchestra Wins Acclaim of
Ukrainians as it Begins First Tour of Russia," The New York Times, May 25, 1958. Ormandy
Papers, Box #37, Folder #2043.
52 Frankel, May 31, 1958.
53 1958 was an important year in Soviet history, as Khrushchev struggled to strike a
balance between appeasing lingering Stalinists while combating the deceased leader's
negative legacies. Khrushchev flip-flopped in the political arena, first promoting policies of
de-Stalinization and peaceful coexistence with the United States, and then asserting the
Soviet Union's supremacy by making bold military claims and refusing to be talked down in
international conferences (except with Mao). In this struggle, Khrushchev was especially
indecisive about art, as he was forward-thinking enough to accept new works but was
easily manipulated by conservative advisors. For more information on Khrushchev, his
ideological struggles, and 1958, see William Taubman, Khrushchev: The Man and His Era
(New York: W. W. Norton & Co., 2003). For information about Khrushchev's angst-filled
relationship with the arts, see Priscilla Johnson's opening essay in her book Khrushchev and
the Arts: The Politics of Soviet Culture 1962-1964, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1965).
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•
• the Harris symphony strikes [Russian audiences] as extraordinarily new," especially
•
• compared to prevailing Soviet trends away from "formalism." 54 While the Orchestra was in

• Moscow, however, The Philadelphia Inquirer ran a United Press International (UPI) article

• that also addressed the Russian reception of American works, which claimed that, on a

• program that included works by Haydn, Prokofiev, and Stravinsky, George Gershwin's "An
•
• American in Paris" was the best received. 55 Regarding the same concert, and the

•
impressive reaction by the audience, Max Frankel wrote in The New York Times:

• Unquestionably they were cheers for Gershwin, Ormandy and every member of the
• orchestra, as only a people that has had to suffer through Soviet renditions of

• 'Rhapsody in Blue' could give. The shouts of 'Bravo!' came from the balcony, but

41	 even the influential below kept up the deafening rhythmic applause that is
traditional here until Mr. Ormandy raised his hands to begin the next lesson. 56

•
• composition dates were slightly earlier than those of the other programmed American

•
•

composers (such as Copland and Harris), which allowed Gershwin's music to reach the

Soviet Union before the fall of the Curtain. More importantly, however, Frankel, Taubman,
•

and the UPI article indicate that the Russians' musical tastes were expanded by hearing the

Western compositions previously unknown until the Orchestra's tour, and that the
•
• Russians generally viewed these new, American pieces with favor. Thus, Ormandy's

••	
motivations in programming these specific pieces were fulfilled, as Russian audiences

• managed to gain an understanding of American culture while experiencing America's

•
54 Taubman, June 1, 1958.
55 UPI, "Philadelphia Orchestra Wins 2d Straight in Moscow: Ormandy Bat-on Champ," The

• Philadelphia Inquirer, May 29, 1958. Ormandy Papers, Box #37, Folder #2043.
56 Max Frankel, "Moscow Enjoys Ormandy Lesson: Philadelphian's 2d Concert Includes

• Works Unfamiliar to Soviet Audiences," The New York Times, May 29, 1958. Ormandy
Papers, Box #37, Folder #2043.

•
• Frankel admits here that some American music was known behind the Iron Curtain;

• Gershwin was apparently enjoyed, but not well performed, by the Soviets. Gershwin's

•
a
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respect for their own, as seen in the Orchestra's tender treatment of emotional-laden

pieces such as the Mussorgsky or Tchaikovsky.

Ormandy also worked to improve relations between living Russian composers and

the Orchestra. As a surprise to the composer, Ormandy scheduled Aram Khachaturian's

"Saber Dance" from the Gayne Ballet Suite for the final Moscow concert. Khachaturian had

warmly welcomed the Orchestra during their first concert, and voiced what was apparently

on the minds of many in the audience:

As the players stood, Mr. Khachaturian spoke in praise of the orchestra, its history
and accomplishments, reminding the audience that it had welcomed Soviet
interpreters as soloists and the compositions of Soviet composers. When he ended
with the hope that this visit would help to build a stronger foundation for friendship
between the United States and the Soviet Union, the outburst of applause was
thunderous and sustained. 57

A few nights later, when Ormandy honored Khachaturian by performing his music, the two

men embraced on stage, to the cheers of the audience. 58 Ormandy reached out to the

audience through beloved Russian pieces, but he also embraced contemporary Russian

music society, by showing appreciation for artists marginalized by their government-

Khachaturian, along with Shostakovich and Prokofiev, had fallen out of governmental favor

during the Stalinist era—and by reminding all present that all music presented a universal

language of understanding.

The reasoning behind and the results of Ormandy's programming exhibited by the

Soviet tour are generally the same in the case of the Chinese tour, except this time,

Ormandy did not have the same level of agency in the program choices. Ormandy was

required to submit all his programming to the Chinese for approval. Since all

57 Taubman, May 27, 1958.
58 Frankel, May 31, 1958.
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communication between the Orchestra and their future hosts went through the State

Department, there was often a lag in response time, which also affected Ormandy's ability

to prepare for the tour. Once, in the middle of a rehearsal of Strauss' "Don Juan," Ormandy

received word that the Chinese would not permit the piece to be played. Thus, Ormandy

had no choice but to halt the rehearsal, and move on to the next piece. 59 Additionally, on

arriving in Beijing, the Orchestra and Party leaderships held a late night meeting, where a

special request from Madame Mao was conveyed to the Orchestra, for Beethoven's Sixth

Symphony to be played. Ormandy had not included this on any program, and therefore the

librarian had not brought the Orchestra's score. However, because the request came from

Madame Mao herself, Ormandy was forced to oblige; parts were obtained from the Central

Philharmonic of Beijing, and for the first time during his tenure as director, Ormandy

allowed free bowings. Despite the Chinese leadership's role in the programming process,

the final product still adhered to the classic Philadelphian style; the addition of "San Pei"

and the preparation of the Chinese National Anthem (although it was never performed)

affirmed Ormandy's belief in the active role of a program in the peace process.

Ormandy also attempted to program large-scale pieces written by Chinese

composers, in addition to the standard American and "classical" composers for the tour.

This gesture would connect the Chinese and Americans through mutual musical

appreciation, as it did in Russia. However, the Chinese situation was different: whereas the

Russians had a very strong and proud musical legacy, the Chinese were emerging from the

throes of the Cultural Revolution. Only a handful of pieces were officially approved by the

government for playing and performance. What the Chinese did have to offer the Orchestra

59 Louis Hood, "The Philadelphia Orchestra on a Magical Mystery Tour," Symphony News
Vol. 24, No. 5 (October/November 1973), 7. Ormandy Papers, Box #35, Folder #1988.
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was the Yellow River Concerto, a new piano concerto composed in the "Communist style,"

by an anonymous committee. During the most important concert of the tour, when

Madame Mao and other members of the party leadership attended, Ormandy performed

this new work, along with Beethoven's Sixth, Respighi's "Pines of Rome," and Samuel

Barber's "Adagio for Strings," the American piece on the program that evening. Reception

for the new Chinese work was stunning, especially considering the generally reserved

nature of the Chinese people.60 However, the audience reserved their most exuberant

response for Ormandy's encore of "San Pei."

Ormandy thus found a way to reach out to the audience through music, carefully

programmed to represent both cultures, and played without political pretensions. This, the

relationships fostered between musicians and audiences transcended those of

governments. The media, as representatives of the tour to the larger American population,

may have reported certain aspects of musical contention, such as the dichotomy between

the quality American and Russian or Chinese compositions and the inequality in musical

abilities, but these facts on their own do not render the interactions on the tour completely

void. Personal interactions carried on in spite of journalistic doubts, and continued to

shape the opinions of the Orchestra.

Practicing Proper Etiquette

Throughout the long history of touring orchestras, several gestures on the part of

the host had become standard practice, all of which aimed to welcome the visiting group to

the host city or country. Two examples of these acts, which also played large roles in the

60 Hood, 1973.
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Philadelphia Orchestra's two tours of interest, were official receptions or banquets, and

sightseeing trips. These practices affect both the 1958 and 1973 tours, even in their

absence; the Soviet government barely acknowledged the Philadelphian's presence in their

country, while in China there was no shortage of receptions or sightseeing. There was

contact between the musicians of both countries, as seen in the description of Ormandy

and Khachaturian's relationship above and several more examples below, but the Soviet

leadership failed to plan any real reception for the visiting orchestra. By not upholding

traditional reception practices, the Soviet government demonstrated their disinterest in

the cultural diplomacy process, and an unwillingness to reap all the possible benefits of the

contact.

In a pre-departure article, orchestra manager Engle discussed the many different

aspects of organizing a tour, and spoke of the importance of the 1958 tour as the largest

ever undertaken by the Orchestra, and its first to the Soviet Union. Towards the end, he

began to talk about receptions:

Ordinarily, one would think receptions would be a pleasant phase. But they become
so numerous to an orchestra on a tight schedule that they can be vexing. "The boys
come to dread them," manager Engle said. "Virtually every place you play gives you
a reception. To refuse would not be at all proper—especially since this is a goodwill
tour. So you go and try to make the best of it, remembering the schedule at all
times." 61

Of course, from this quote it may seem as if the Soviet government did the visiting

musicians a favor by not scheduling receptions, since they were freed from the tediousness

of long parties after strenuous days of concerts, rehearsals, and travel. However, the Soviet

oversight is really quite a breach in etiquette; with the Americans expecting some kind of

recognition from such a crucial tour, the absence of any reception is glaring.

61 Polier, March 30, 1958.
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This omission becomes especially apparent when comparing the Soviet reception to

that of the other, non-Communist countries on the tour. Although the most important

points of the tour, at least for our purposes, were the 22 concerts played behind the Iron

Curtain, it is important to remember that the Orchestra played 20 other concerts around

England and the Continent over the course of the eight weeks. In a booklet presumably

published by The Philadelphia Orchestra Association and distributed to the tour party, day-

to-day itineraries and the different concert programs are detailed. The day-to-day

schedule includes travel arrangements, rehearsals, and concerts, as well as any receptions

that are being held in the Orchestra's honor. Ormandy himself writes in changes to this

schedule, often adding luncheons and pre-concert suppers as the list of receptions grows.

In just nine cities, eleven receptions were held for the Orchestra. In Bordeaux, there was an

after concert reception at the home of Baronne Ginzburg; in Paris, Copenhagen, Vienna, and

Graz, there were lunches at the respective consulates or embassies; in Rome there were

after concert cocktails, and in Stockholm, Oslo, Stuttgart, and Graz, there were post-concert

suppers or parties. Copenhagen hosted the Orchestra members' favorite type of post-

concert reception, a meet-and-greet with the Danish orchestra. All of these cities

understood that when a musical group travels across the ocean, under the auspices of

cultural diplomacy and funded by the U.S. State Department, they should be feted as any

other diplomat would be. The absence of any such reception is quite apparent, especially

when looking at the published tour itinerary; the pages for the Soviet cities are practically

blank in comparison to the pages for other cities.62

62 "1958 European Tour Itinerary," May 10-July 6, 1958. Ormandy, Eugene Papers, Box #33,
Folder #1911.
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Similarly, the Orchestra was not taken, in any official context, to see the sights of

Kiev, Leningrad, Moscow, and the many Polish cities that they visited. One would think,

and this will become apparent from the Chinese tour, that the government would have

seized the opportunity to inculcate the American visitors with the benefits of Communism,

the glorious Soviet state, and so on. But there are no records of any sightseeing excursions,

whether of a self-advancing nature or not. The Soviet government seems to have forgotten

the Orchestra was even coming.

Such was absolutely not the case in China, where the musicians were overwhelmed

by the schedule prepared by the Chinese leadership, and by the glorious welcome they

received. As the Philadelphians made their way from the airport into Beijing, the roads

were lined with throngs of Chinese, applauding the Orchestra all the way into the city. The

Americans were taken to the Great Wall, the Ming tombs, and to the Summer Palace.

Sightseeing was not limited to the splendor of Old China, however, and the Orchestra was

also taken to a Chinese commune, to see how it functioned. The Chinese demonstrated

their attempts at reconciliation between old and new several times. A special concert of

the Central Philharmonic Society of the People's Republic of China was organized for one of

the Orchestra's first nights in Peking, with performances of modern, Communist songs such

as "Delivering Public Grain Joyfully," and, "The Red Army Has Come Back." This was the

evening which Hood described earlier, where a "beautifully trained chorus" sang "America

the Beautiful," first in Chinese, and then in perfect English. 63 This was a gesture meant not

only to welcome and honor the guests, but also to impart upon the guests a sense of the

openness and modernity of the People's Republic. The Orchestra was not blind; they saw

63 Hood, 1973. 
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that the Chinese leadership was trying to convey an idealized image of China. The Chinese

government was showing off, attempting to indoctrinate the Orchestra.

In the Soviet Union, it is only in the unofficial encounters that the idea of "cultural

diplomacy" becomes apparent. The only instance of an event for the entire orchestra

occurred in Leningrad, where the Leningrad Ballet Company "decided to forego its day off

and to stage a special performance...of the new Soviet ballet `Spartak,' with music by Aram

Khachaturian." 64 Such a performance may have been staged at the request of the Soviet

leadership, but because of their hands-off attitude towards the entertainment of their

guests, we cannot be sure. It is definite, though, that the interactions between individual

Orchestra musicians and Russian players were beyond the control of the government. In

one case, the Philadelphians' concertmaster, Jacob Krachmalnick, played string quartets

with Ukrainian musicians. In another, described above, horn player Mason Jones was

visited in his hotel by the leading Russian hornist. 65 These sorts of interactions between

Russian and American musicians demonstrate a working system of cultural diplomacy,

even if the government does not get involved. They also are very similar to exchanges that

occurred fifteen years later in Peking.

Perhaps the most famous example of unofficial Philadelphian cultural exchange

occurred in China, while the Orchestra on an official, government-planned trip to a

rehearsal of the Central Philharmonic Society. During this visit, Ormandy and the orchestra

were treated to the first movement of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, one of the pieces

64 Special to The New York Times, "Third Soviet City Cheers Ormandy: Leningrad is Scene
of New Triumph for the Touring Philadelphia Orchestra," The New York Times, June 2, 1958.
Ormandy, Eugene Papers, Box #37, Folder #2043, Rare Book and Manuscript Library,
University of Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania.
65 Taubman, June 3, 1958.
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played by the Philadelphians in China. The musicians in the Philharmonic were victims of

the Revolution, who had only recently been called back from the fields. Their parts were

hand-written and taped together, and they played on cracked, chipped, and glued

instruments. The first movement was clearly a struggle for these musicians-turned-

peasants, who had not played an instrument in many years. However, when Ormandy was

invited to the podium to conduct the second movement, using only his hands and shouts of

"Bravo," "the tattered group remembered who they were: they dug their bows into the

strings, the bassoons found intonation, and these 'cultural workers' were musicians

again."66 Daniel Webster, in an article summarizing the entire trip, related the lessons of

this moment: "The Philharmonic played for [Ormandy], acutely aware of the nuance he

sought, attuned to his concept of the music. There was a hush at the end. Who had learned

and who had taught?" 67 This appears to be a perfect example of functioning cultural

diplomacy; the musicians came to respect the American conductor as a venerable figure,

and the conductor (and other American witnesses) understood the musicians were full of

potential, only struggling to find an outlet for expression.

Thus, in the Soviet Union, there was a stark void left by the lack of government

reception for their 'esteemed' guests, whereas in China, the government's reception was

overwhelming to the exhausted musicians. At the time of the 1958 tour, Khrushchev was

attempting to create a situation of "peaceful coexistence" between the United States and the

Soviet Union; cultural diplomacy would have been a positive step towards achieving this

goal. The Chinese, on the other hand, were in an analogous position to the Soviets fifteen

66 Webster, 2008.
67 Daniel Webster, "Chinese Odyssey: The Philadelphia Orchestra Plays Up Friendship and
the Bamboo Walls Come Tumbling Down," 1973, 62. Ormandy Papers, Box #35, Folder
#1982.
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years after that tour; after abandoning the Hundred Flowers Campaign for the Great Leap

Forward and Cultural Revolution, and then accepting the failure of those new policies, the

Chinese government went out of their way to provide the Orchestra with only positive

experiences. They were trying to repair their world image. However, their attempts were

overwhelming to the musicians, who were bothered by the forceful control exhibited by the

Chinese over their people, and over the Orchestra itself. Ultimately, unofficial interactions,

especially those between musicians, shaped the Orchestra's opinion more profoundly than

any government-sponsored activity. Speaking in a language all could understand, the

musicians of the Soviet Union and of China earned permanent status in the hearts of the

Philadelphians. Those bonds carried through the Cold War as the Orchestra continued to

welcome Soviet artists, and to this day, as it continues to tour China regularly.
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CONCLUSION

"When the Cannons are Silent, the Muses are Heard": And They Play On.

Cultural diplomacy, by its nature, has innumerable faceless players: the "state" and

the "people" are those who benefit from increased understanding between governments,

and the "media" provides connection between these agents and these recognizable ones,

the musicians on tour. In the case studies presented above, the three states sought to

foster ideology-blind relationships, in an attempt to improve international relations. All

states came to the tours desiring specific benefits: alliances, support, and to sustain peace

through alternative measures. These effects, by their vast natures, could not be felt

immediately. Some came quicker than others.

Soviet-American relations barely changed as a result of the Philadelphian's tour, and

the others who went before and after. Political relations continued along tracks of tension

and release, freeze and refreeze, as changing leaders, their unpredictable personalities, and

the very real, hot conflicts they found themselves in prevented cultural diplomacy from

having a larger effect. At no point was the Cold War slowed as a result of cultural

diplomacy, and several times, it seemed to Americans that the communists were on the

verge of winning.

Sino-American relations functioned differently. The re-opening of China by ping-

pong, Nixon, and the Philadelphians occurred fifteen years after the Soviet tour, and the

world dynamic had shifted so that the two ideologically opposed states could foresee a

mutually beneficial relationship. The Chinese state put on a show for the Orchestra, feting

them at every turn in the hope that they would tell Americans of the Chinese generosity,

modernity, and friendship. This did not entirely impress the musicians. Because of the
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visibility of the government, the musicians were always keenly aware of the level of

control. When Madame Mao insisted the buses be returned to the concert hall, after she

missed a photo opportunity with the orchestra, several of the older members resisted, and

insisted they be let off; they could not trust where they would be taken. 68 The musicians

were also upset by the government's treatment of its own people; the Philadelphians had

seen vast potential among their new friends, but they were deprived of the opportunities to

exercise that potentia1. 69 But this would not always be the case. An old order was dying in

China; Mao was sick, and his wife was soon to be arrested, tried, and executed. Madame

Mao attempted, one last time, to control her country; when the Orchestra left, she banned

Schubert from the concert halls." But her time was up, and Sino-American relations

marched forward.

In the immediate aftermath of the tours, however, it was not cultural diplomacy, per

se, that impacted state-to-state relations; if the Chinese and Americans had not actively

desired contact, cultural diplomacy would not have tipped the power scale very much.

However, in the interpersonal realm, where Philadelphians met native musicians,

composers, and regular every day people, the immediate effects were starkly apparent.

Ormandy returned home to Philadelphia from the Soviet Union with over 150 scores,

dedicated to him by Soviet composers who wanted their music heard outside of the

country. 71 Soviet artists continued to tour, and the Philadelphia Orchestra fought the

Soviet Ministry of Culture long and hard in an attempt to get the piano soloist from their

68 Anthony Orlando, Interview with Christina Wagner, April 29, 2009.
69 Orlando, 2009
70 Webster, 2008.
71 Albert Goldberg, "Ormandy, Philadelphians Penetrate Iron Curtain," The Los Angeles
Times, July 20, 1958. Ormandy Papers, Box # 37, Folder #2043.
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time in Russia, Sviatoslav Richter, to tour the United States. When, in 1976, one of the

largest earthquakes of the twentieth century decimated China, Ormandy approached the

Orchestra Board with plans for a benefit concert, which they unanimously approved. 72 The

Philadelphia Orchestra, to this day, routinely returns to China, and the musicians always

look forward to seeing old friends. The same cannot be said of the government; the

musicians now use tours to China as a platform for calling attention to China's human

rights violations, and other indiscretions. 73 In 1958 and 1973, as now, the effects of the

Soviet and the Chinese people on the orchestra were deep, and lasting; immediately, they

understood each other and were friends.

Truman Capote's work, The Muses are Heard, tells the true story of a cultural

exchange group in the Soviet Union, who soon realize that the questions worth asking are

not ones of government, ideology, or politics, but are instead only about the relations of

human beings to each other. The title of this section comes from Capote's account; it is part

of a speech made by a Soviet official to Capote's tour group. In the moments following the

Philadelphia Orchestra's cultural exchange tours, cannons fell silent. Governments bowed

their heads, and in the hush, all felt the calming power of musical friendship. This moment

was fleeting, as governments took up their biases and pre-existing conflicts and began

again, as if the cultural exchange had never occurred. But even in their reaction, in their

moves to counter the effect of the tours, to ensure that tour did not upset the status quo,

the government could not stifle the friendships formed, and the international contacts

72 Sue E. Dunn, "Brotherly Love in the Land of Mao: The Story of the Philadelphia
Orchestra's Visit to the People's Republic of China," A Report Presented to the Committee on
US-China Relations, September 1976, 25. Ormandy Papers, Box #36, Folder #1997.
73 Orlando, 2009.



maintained. Even as the government's objections became louder and more pronounced,

the muses sang out, and cultural diplomacy was their song.
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